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Tax + Advisory Scenario + Goal Challenge + Core

+ Nature of the business 
and your specific income 
stream

+ Accounting method and 
internal control

+ Entity formation and 
structure

+ Operation locations and 
revenue sources

+ Unused tax benefit 
carryover 

+ Dedicated dialogue to 
discover your ideas

+ Customized 57 tax 
strategies implementation

+ Revenue deferral and 
deduction capture
+ Income flowthrough and 
effective tax rate

+ Multi-state nexus and 
income allocation

+ 3-year allocation of 
income and deduction

+ Income shifting and 
transfer pricing

+ Impact of the regulation 
and tax law change

+ Pro and con analysis of 
different alternatives

+ Sustainable tax strategy 
setting

+ Customized tax strategy 
implementation guide

+ Exit strategy and 
investment advise 

+ Customized wealth 
transition planning

+ Liquidity analysis and 
cashflow projection

+ Retirement (& lifestyle) 
planning

+ Probability and 
consequence of new 
exposures

+ Succession plan for the 
business owner?s family
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+ Review documents 
through trained eyes

+ Unresolved government 
inquiries

+ Tax plan with document 
perfection 

+ After-tax income 
maximization 

+ Design assumptions for 
business planning

+ Assist client to have a 
clear goal

+ Risk analysis and 
management

+ Asset protection and 
estate planning 

+ Tax law research and 
issue spotting

+ Quarterly estimation
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